
Subject: Re: Looking for a good clan.
Posted by $c0p3 on Tue, 04 Apr 2006 23:19:49 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Monkey Bone wrote on Sun, 02 April 2006 17:23Hello everyone,

I've been playing for about 3 months, I'm extremely good at renegade, I've been in BBF and HR
before (but I didn't like all the pricks in them).

My best renegade qualities are stealth (sneaking around unseen,killing fast without an SBH), long
range sniping, and all around fighting. I am basicly good at everything, but heavily strong in the
stealth and explosives department.

I will only join a clan in which the leader can kill me, if he/she can't, I do not want to join; for if the
leader cannot kill me, then the clan is not fit for me.

I am looking for a clan with at LEAST 20 people, one with some sort of a reputation, one with
experienced, freindly, yet no bull-shit players. I also require they have forums, which are posted
on regularly or daily, and that the forums have an easy to remember and easy to access name.

If you are entrested in my services, you may leave a post here and make sure to tell me what the
clan is about, in the message I require you leave 4 main points:

1: How many members do you have

2: How long have you been around

3: Why do you want me

4: Tell me about the clan

Post those 4 things and anything else you desire on here, we will discuss joining over pages, if
you do not see me fit to join you're clan, do not waste my time by posting you're comments or
thoughts.

You show dedication, I recommend playing for BA and/or in the clanwars.cc league - where the
best battle for the cup!
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